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Dear Friends,

Welcome to our Autumn/Winter 2023 Collection. London was the source of inspiration for 
our fall line - deep saturated tones reflecting the depth of an old, diverse and vibrant city. 
Dreams of old Georgian buildings, copper saucepans, worn wooden floors, weathered brick 
walls, bronze door handles and flickering candlelight all providing endless sources of influ-
ence. You’ll notice some names such as Hazlitt’s Check, The George Plaid and Islington - all 
named after some favorite locations in London that remain dear to me. 

New textures for fall - wonderously warm, colorful, textured socks that compliment our line 
perfectly! Crafted in Japan with great thought and intention by a small, family run artisnal 
business. I adore these socks and find they compliment our linens so well. 
We’ve added some new shoes from our friends in upstate New York - these handmade shoes 
are incredibly comfortable and I highly recommend them to anyone who is looking for soft, 
comfortable, leather shoes made by another small family run business that we discovered. 
(We included them in our photoshoot as they compliment our dresses perfectly.)

Our collection arrives on Saturday, September 9th at 8 a.m. PST. I hope you enjoy it as much 
as I do.

Cheers!



ABOVE: Model No. 17 in The  George Linen.
COVER IMAGE: Model No. 14 in Bronte Stripe Linen. 
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This knee length dress is both stylish and practical, an easy to wear, year round 
garment. A versatile, comfortable and eco-friendly addition to your wardrobe. Style 
with tights and a chunky cardigan for cooler temps.

Model No.10 in Cocoa and BLack Stripe Linen $196
A classic day dress with side pockets and button up details, crafted in our 
breathable Bronte Stripe Linen, a dark blue and olive green color way. Versatile and 
timeless, select a much loved book and be your very own literary heroine.

Model No.11 in Bronte Stripe Linen $204

A classic style dress, Model No.12 is a mix of simplicity and thoughtful details
 including a button up placket, side pockets and a waist tie. 

Model No.12  in Islington Check Linen $207
A dress for Autumn, with its three quarter length sleeves & button up detail. Our 
No.12 dress remains stylish season after season, a truly classic addition to your 
wardrobe. 

Model No.12 in Rhubarb Stripe Linen $207



    Model No. 19 in Yorkshire Check Linen.
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Model No.12 is a simple yet sophisticated design, making it a versatile wardrobe 
staple for any season. Crafted in comfortable linen, perfect for layering in cooler 
seasons, a hallmark of its timeless aesthetic.

Model No.12 in The George Plaid Linen $207
This linen dress epitomizes a timeless and understated style. Crafted in Cocoa & 
Black Stripe linen, it’s a classic silhouette with a gently cinched waist that flatters 
the figure while allowing for movement. 

Model No.14 in Cocoa and Black Linen $212

Model No. 11 in Islington Check Linen.
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Our full length dress with a high neckline &  longer sleeves, crafted in Bronte linen, 
a beautiful blue and green textured stripe linen, which is a wonderful insulator 
during the cooler months.

Model No.14 in Bronte Stripe Linen $212
Model No.17 strikes a perfect balance between style and practicality, allowing for 
easy movement while maintaining a chic appearance. This linen dress is versatile, 
timeless, and remains a true customer favorite.

Model No.17 in Cambridge Stripe Linen $203

An easy to wear tea length dress with pockets. Crafted in The George Plaid linen, a 
medium weight linen, a versatile dress when paired with sneakers or styled up with 
boots and blazer for dinner.

Model No.17 in The George Plaid Linen $203
Elevate your wardrobe with this simple but classic style Linen Tea Dress in a full 
length with pockets, crafted in our medium weight Viridian Green linen.

Model No.17 in Viridian Green Linen $203
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A perfect dress for a night at the theatre, this dress has a vintage aesthetic with a 
longer cuffed sleeve and delicate buttoning detail.

Model No.18 in Solid Black  Linen $219
An elegant, simple and versatile day dress, with an adjustable waist tie and side 
pockets. Ethically made in California, this dress is perfect for the cooler temps 
layered with a chunky sweater and boots.

Model No.19 in Yorkshire Check Linen $205

This modern, elegant sleeveless linen dress features a tailored v-neck line, full 
length skirt and deep side pockets, crafted in our soft, breathable Cassis Stripe 
linen.

Model No.21 in Cassis Stripe Linen $205
An A-line shaped dress, tailored in the shoulders and opening into a swingy 
silhouette. Crafted in Yorkshire Plaid linen, an earthy toned, medium weight linen. 

Model No.29 in Yorkshire Check Linen $216
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Designed to be worn, loved and lived in, this button up, midi length dress with 
pockets is a nod to the 1940’s, crafted in a academic inspired, medium weight 
Cambridge Stripe linen.

Model No.30 in Cambridge Stripe Linen $215
Model No.31 is a elegant, versatile dress featuring a tailored v-neckline, side pockets 
and sleeves that hit just above the elbow. Crafted in medium weight, jet black linen. 

Model No.31 in Black Linen $219

Our heirloom style dress - with it’s romantic gathered neckline, delicate button 
details and the A-line shape, you can wear this one unbelted for the dreamiest of 
dresses, or add the wrap belt for a defined, timeless style. 

Model No.35 in Hazlitt’s Check Linen $245
No.37, a classic wrap dress accented with a V-neckline, adding a touch of elegance 
to your look. Ethically crafted in a medium weight, Navy Blue linen. Perfect for all 
body types, with an adjustable wrap tie that cinches the waist for a customizable fit. 

Model No.37 in Navy Linen $246



Designed with versatility in mind, our linen blouses are the perfect choice for every-
day wear and can effortlessly transition from casual to formal settings. 

Blouse No.12 in Islington Check Linen $138
A comfortable, everyday blouse, polished enough to dress up jeans, this blouse has 
thoughtfully added details such as a box pleat in the back and three quarter length 
sleeves. Sustainably made in our soft, breathable heavy weight Copper linen.

Blouse No.12 in Copper Linen $138

A wardrobe essential, this blouse is polished enough to dress up jeans and simple 
enough to wear with skirts, the perfect blend of elegance and comfort.

Blouse No.14 in The George Plaid Linen $127
A romantic style of blouse with thoughtful details, featuring a gathered neckline, 
puff sleeves, a delicate buttoning placket in a light shirting weight for a soft, floaty 
finish.

Blouse No.15 in Navy Gingham Linen $149
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Elevate your everyday look with our Cassis Stripe skirt, an abundance of gathered 
linen, deep side pockets, featuring an extra soft elasticated waistband. Pair with a 
T-shirt for style in every step.

Skirt No.11 in Cassis Stripe Linen $152
An abundance of linen, with heavy gathering and a soft, elasticated waist, combined 
with deep inset pockets. Comfortable, functional with a beautiful silhouette, 
ethically crafted in Copper - a soft, heavy weight linen.

Skirt No.11 in Copper Linen $152

Stylish and versatile, these culottes look sharp when styled with boots, but they 
are the most comfortable wear with their soft, stretchy waist band and deep inset 
pockets.

Culottes No. 11 in Black Linen $155
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Middle English in Black Leather $198 Middle English in Brown Leather $198

NEW ITEM NEW ITEM

Mary Jane in Black Leather $182 Mary Jane in Brown Leather $182



Nishiguchi Kutsushita Ivory Wool Boot Socks $36.50 Nishiguchi Kutsushita Tobacco Wool Boot Socks $36.50

NEW ITEM NEW ITEM
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Aurora Middle English shoes in brown leather with Nishiguchi Kutsushita white wool socks. 


